Rayleigh Elementary
School Learning Plan
2021—2022
Rayleigh Elementary provides a safe, orderly, and caring environment for all students. Each
student's self-esteem is fostered by positive relationships with staff and their peers. We strive
to have our parents, teachers, and community members actively included in our student’s
learning.

KEY GOALS

 Strong Numeracy and Math Skills: By
grade six 90% of students will be at
grade level.

 A Positive School Climate is Foundational
to Academic Learning

Our Numeracy Results

Kindergarten Survey Results Numeracy Only
2018—2019

The Kindergarten Survey takes place twice a
year. Once in the fall and then in the spring.
As you can see from figure 1 our school is
performing slightly above the District in the
Fall. In the spring, every year, our Kindergarten students perform above the district average in Numeracy tasks.

Figure 1

At the Primary level we collected numeracy data from report cards and the District Numeracy Assessment.
The report card data was collected over three terms in 2019 to see if there was a progression of improvement, but only term 3 data was included in the chart below as this is a more accurate snapshot of where
student skills are. During discussions the grade 1 teachers stated that at grade 1 they do not give out Extending marks.
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When looking at these results one must understand three things:


This is an indication of the students overall performance in Math/Numeracy. It is only in
grade 3 when the students write the District Numeracy Assessment that we are able to
dissect their various skill sets in numeracy.



In 2019/2020 school year we joined the new reporting pilot which changed the way teachers do assessment and report on assessment.



The 2020 marks are only student achievement up to January as due to COVID 19 pandemic in class instruction was suspended after spring break. This means we do not have a full
year comparison of student achievement.

The District Numeracy Assessment was collected as a pre test in the Fall of 2018 and a post test in the Spring
of 2019. We then do a side by side comparison to determine student growth. The DNA allows us to dissect
the students various skill sets in numeracy and compare the growth or lack of growth made by student in the
school year. In the 2019/2020 school year we were only able to write the DNA in the fall. Due to the COVID
19 pandemic there was no spring writing.
The DNA assesses students in the following categories:


Interpret 

Apply



Solve



Analyze



Communicate



Non-AB



Overall

Each of these categories is divided into the following groups:


Grade #



Female 

Male



AB

You will find the results of the DNA as: appendix 1—DNA Fall of 2018, appendix 2—DNA Spring 2019, and appendix 3—DNA Fall 2019.

Grade 3 District Numeracy Assessment
Overall our grade 3 students have been increasing their performance on the DNA. Highlights of
the DNA writing by grade 3 students:


In every category the Emerging level has been decreasing over the three years we have
been writing the DNA. They were between 20% and 30% in 2018 to 4% and 14% in 2021.



Even though COVID restrictions in 2019 caused a decline in instruction, our students continued to improve.



The area we did notice the largest growth is in the Developing level as students move from
the Emerging level. This growth was also seen in the Proficient level as well.



Our Aboriginal Students in every category but one were at or well above the District results for AB students.

At the Intermediate level we collected numeracy data from report cards, the District Numeracy Assessment
and FSA testing for grade 4’s.
The report card data was collected over years to see if there was a progression of improvement. All data was
from the end of the year reporting period and reported in the chart below as this is a more accurate snapshot of our students skills.
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The report card results tell a different story than our primary students. Prior to the 2019-2020 school year
our intermediate students were assessed using a letter grade scale (C– to A). With this system students who
complete the task, set by the teacher, with a 95 to 100 score will get an A. This can result in a lot of student
earning an A. Look at our grade 6 class in 2019 where 67% of students received an A in Math. Granted that
this was a strong academic group. We started to have conversations around the tasks provided by the
teacher. Most tasks are set to the average abilities in the class. This is to give the majority of the students
an opportunity to be successful with the task.
In the 2019-2020 school year we joined the new reporting pilot which saw the removal of the letter grade
system which was replaced with the provincial four point proficiency scale. The four points on the scale are:
Emerging, Developing, Proficient and Extending. This changes our discussions with teachers. The optimum
outcome is to have the teachers discard the old letter grade scale and redesign their programs around the
proficiency scale.
The discussion then becomes how to design a good task that allows the struggling learner to succeed whilst
giving students the opportunity to extend their knowledge past what is expected. We have had some preliminary discussions around this and have decided that this is where our focus will be for the next school
year.

Grade Four Foundation Skills Assessment Numeracy
This is the second year with the new format for the FSA’s. We now have the opportunity to do a comparison with the results from the 2018-2019 writing. The results show an increase from the previous year.
While the number of students Meeting expectations rose slightly the exciting results comes from both the
number of Not Yet Meeting and Exceeding. We have had a decrease of 8% in the NYM results and an increase of 7% in the Exceeding results. This reflects the changes in classroom instruction that has been prevalent throughout the school and the further understanding of what numeracy is by the students.

Year

Not Yet Meeting Exceeding
Meeting
2020-2021
6%
60%
34%
2019—2020
27%
70%
3%
2018 - 2019
29%
68%
3%
2017- 2018
49%
48%
3%

When you look at the grade 4’s in 2017—2018 and follow their report card marks through to grade 6
in 2019-2020, you begin to see that the impact of the improvement of instruction over those 3 years
is substantial.
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Grade 4 District Numeracy Assessment
Our grade 4 class in 2018-2019 started out strong. In the fall writing they were above the District averages
in all categories. Here are the highlights:


The Emerging level was as low as 3% and as high as 20% with Analyse and Communicate as categories
that need improvement and Apply and Solve as our strongest categories.



By the spring writing our results declined. While some categories stayed at or above the District results a number of categories declined and were below the district average.



The Emerging level had the same percentages as in the fall writing, the Developing levels increased.



A number of students who were at the Proficient level in the fall had dropped to the Developing level
by the spring.



Female and Aboriginal students were consistently at or above the district averages in all categories.



The discussions around this with the teachers revolved around the introduction of Universal Design
for Learning in the classes and having the students learn in new and challenging ways.



Teachers had the district numeracy coordinators in their classroom a lot and were trying new ideas.
The teachers feel that by the end of the school year students had a better understanding of numeracy
and were enjoying the changes.



When we follow this class into the 2019-2020 school year and the fall writing, we find that the results
again soar well above the District averages in all categories.



The Emerging level range is now from 0% to 15% with a large increase in the Proficient and Extending
categories.



Apply and Solve are the strongest areas for these grade 5 students with 34% and 41% respectively in
the Extending category.



It is a shame that due to the COVID 19 pandemic a spring writing was not able to happen.

Grade 5 and 6 District Numeracy Assessment
Our grade 5 class in the 2018-2019 school year did fairly well in the fall writing.
Here are the highlights:


For most categories the grade 5’s were at par or higher than the District
results.



Our First Nation learners performed well above the District results for FN
students.



During the spring writing there is an increase in performance and in all categories the students performed above the District results.



When we follow this class to grade 6 in the 2019-2020 school year we see the results decrease in Interpret and Apply in comparison to their grade 5 fall writing level and increased in other categories.



The biggest change is in the Emerging levels.



In the grade 5 fall writing the Emerging levels were from 20% to 54% in most categories. By their fall
writing in grade 6 the percentages dropped to between 5% and 30% in most categories.



We have been able to bring those struggling students from Emerging to Developing.



This has caused our Developing category to increase to an average of 60%. Our next goal is to bring
the Developing students into the Proficient category.



For the grade 6 students we have only the fall writing to examine due to COVID 19 and the suspension
of in class instruction.

Over all thoughts on the District Numeracy Assessment
Throughout the review of the DNA one trend stood out above all others. This was the movement of a large
percentage of student from the Emerging level to the Developing level. Both in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
school years our teachers made great gains in both instructional practices and in assessment practices. The
last three years of hard work is now starting to show up in our data. If not for the COVID 19 suspension of in
class instruction I feel we would continue to see improvements in all areas by our students.
As our results improve I feel we are on our way to achieving our goal of 90% of Grade 6 students will be at
grade level. The teachers of Rayleigh Elementary have continued to rise to the occasion for their students
proving what a great place of learning we have built.

 Goal 2: A Positive School Climate is Foundational

to Academic Learning
When we want to see how our school climate is fairing we look at a couple of sources. The Ministry of Educations Grade 4 Student Learning Survey, The DEWRS report on Student Outcomes and School Climate
Grades 4, 5, 6, and MyEd report on student conduct.

Our Student Learning Results
The student Learning survey is a snapshot of where our
grade 4 students are in a variety of categories. How are
we doing:


Students feel just as safe as last years grade 4’s.



A huge drop in those students that are feeling
Bullied or picked on. (7% down from 28%)



More students feel they can go to an adult for help. (81% up from 72%)



More students feel they can get extra help with school work. (81% up from 66%)



Less students feel school causes them to feel stressed or worried. (19% vs 24%)



Our students feel good about themselves. (74% up from 68%)



Our students feel that adults in the school treat all students fairly. (74% up from 66%)



As many students as last year feel that school is a place they belong. (64%)

Areas for improvement:


The number of students who feel welcome at the school is down.



The number of adults students feel who care about them is down.



Students feel they are not learning about First Nations culture in school. This number is puzzling
as the grade 4 teacher is First Nations and integrates First Nations culture in all that she does.

Our DEWRS Results
Typically we would have two writings of the DEWRS Survey. Once in the fall and once in the spring. Due to COVID
19 pandemic there was no spring writing this school year.
Our grade 4, 5 and 6 students write the survey and give us an indication of how safe they feel at
school and their overall interaction's at school. So here is what we learned about out intermediate
students.



Our students sense of belonging was lower this school year. (67% for gr 4, 70% for gr 5 and 67%
for gr 6)



Students who believe that education will benefit them was at 89% for gr 4, 82% for gr 5, 92% for
gr 6.



Our students who are interested and motivated was lower this year with 76% for gr 4, 77% for
gr 5 and 54% for gr 6.



Students who try hard to succeed in their learning was at the Canadian norms for all grades



Students who feel safe at school as well as going to and from school. Grade 4—78%, grade 5—
62% and grade 6—63%.



Positive student relations where teachers are responsive to their needs, and encourage independence, is fairly high at 83%.



Positive learning climate where rules and expectations for class behavior is clear. Our students
are equal with Canadian norms at 69%.



Do our student feel that they are learning about Aboriginal people in class? Over 70% of our
grade 4, 5 and 6 students say that they are.



Most students feel that they would turn to a significant adult if they feel stressed or anxious.
53% adult, 21% Friend, 18% None.

Over all thoughts on our School Climate
Over all Rayleigh Elementary has a healthly school climate. Most students
feel safe and bullying and harassment are, according to the students, quite
low. Student sense of belonging is high and most students try their hardest
to succeed in school. Most of our students , 85% to 90%, say they have
positive student-teacher relations. Yet only 60% to 70% say they feel safe
at school as well as going to and from school. This is definitely an area we
will be focusing on in the new school year as this is also showing up as a
concern in the Grade 4 Student Learning Survey. Also we will need to look at class rules and expectations as only 65% to 75 % feel that there are clear classroom expectations.
Our students in the Grade 4 Student Learning Survey rated learning Aboriginal content low when they
did the survey in March. Yet in the DEWRS Survey in October they rated it high. When looking at the
two time frames we need to ask what was different. The intermediate students in October had just
completed a week long series of presentations from Ms. Charlotte. She does a back in time look at life
in the early days of the Province from a Metis/Aboriginal perspective. The rest of the year the students are exposed to First Nations education weekly through stories and assignments. To them this is
just normal school where as Ms. Charlotte was an intense emersion in history and First Nations ways
of life.

Where Do We Go From Here?
Our Rayleigh team will be focusing on the following for this school year:
In Numeracy:


Continue to develop classroom instruction around numeracy.



Continue to revise assessment practices to be in line with new reporting guidelines.



Explore task analysis to ensure that teacher generated tasks give students of all learning levels the
opportunity to grow to their potential.



Look at giving feedback that promotes moving a student forward in their learning.



Developing in students a growth mindset and resilience that will deepen their learning experience.

In School Climate:


To explore the reasons students do not feel safe at school or going to and from school.



To look at class rules and expectations to ensure that they are clear and understandable.

Student Supports to Build
Strong Foundational Skills
And Core Competencies

